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BUSINESS MEETINGS I
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II

AGENDA
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1. Election results
2. Sign-up sheets
3. Message from Rowman & Littlefield editor
OLD BUSINESS:
1. Budget report (Rafter)
2. Fundraising (Renzetti)
Fun Run (Tammy Anderson)
3. Social Hour: Michelle Miller and Barb McMorris, co-chairs
4. Fifteenth Anniversary, 1999: Stanley, Pattavina, Krumholz
5. Awards, External--Orew Humphries and Joann Belknap
6. Awards, Internal: Elin Waring and Patti Gavin
7. Student Paper Award Committee (Jana Jasinsi)
issue of 2 awards
issue of size of award
advertizing
8 . Newsletter: Stephanie Bush-Baskette and Sue Carter Collins
9. Nominations, OWC and ASC offices--Carol Thompson and Chinita
Heard, Co-Chairs, Chinita reporting.
10. Task Force on Professional Women in Criminology (Becky Block)
11. Program Committee, 1998: Chris Rasche, Kim Cook
12. Task Force on Women in Prison: Nancy Hirschinger, Chair
13. Long Range Planning: Lynne Goodstein & Brenda Miller, cochairs
J;·~
14. Publicity (Barbara Price)
Brochure
15. Student Affairs: Barbara Perry, and Nancy Jurik, co-chairs
16. Archives Comm: Julie Cowgill
17. Web Page (Zager)
NEW BUSINESS
1. Tenure/ Troubles Comm. (Caringella-McOonald)
2. Membership comm to study issue of apparent decline and ways
to address it (Rafter)
3. Need for OWC Treasurer (Rafter)
4. Newsletter: how to improve? Funds for special position? j>NA~~
(Rafter)
5. Auction (Krumholz)
6. Possibility of a lesbian caucus?
7. Other
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Minutes of Business Meeting I, November 12, 1998
Chair N. Rafter called the meeting to order at 8: 10 a.m.

I. Announcements by N. Rafter:

A Election results: H. Eigenberg was elected Vice Chair; K. Cook was elected to the
Executive Council. On behalf of the division, N. Rafter extended thanks to E.
Gilbert, outgoing Vice Chair for her service to the division.
B. Committee sign-up sheets were circulated. DWC members are encourage~ to sign
up to serve on a committee or committees in which they are interested.
C. Message from Rowman and Littlefield editor: Jill Rothenberg, editor of gender studies
at Rowman & Littlefield welcomes inquiries and proposals on women and crime
issues.
D. Questionnaire for Professional Women in Criminology: B. Block reported on the
effort to survey a group of women working in nonacademic settings who have
traditionally been ignored -- professional women in criminology. The goal of
the survey is to learn more about their perspectives and how the DWC can
better meet their needs. To date, the mailing has generated a poor response.
However, questionnaires are available at the meeting. If you or a woman you
know is working in an applied setting or in between academic and applied
settings, please stop by the DWC table or send her to the DWC table to
complete a questionnaire.
E. Approval of the minutes of the 1997 DWC meeting: The minutes were unanimously
approved.
II. Old Business

A Budget report: N. Rafter reported problems with budget reports, particularly the
problem of inconsistent reports. E. Gilbert looked at debits and income and we
are spending more than we are taking in. Out major expenses are: (1) the social -costs are escalating because of rising hotel charges; (2) student paper competition -- $1,000 is twice as high as ASC and could be reduced; (3) newsletter -- no
longer underwritten; (4) curriculum guide -- cost exceeds income; (5) breakfasts
at the division business meetings ($13. 50 per per/$500 per morning -- a mug was
passed for contributions to help defray the costs of the breakfasts).
Income: Membership seems to be declining, but we don't have hard numbers. K.
Cook will do a membership study to try to provide more solid figures. However,
the DWC is still the biggest -- and richest -- division in ASC.

E. Grrilla (spelling?) Feminist Criminologists: M. Danner and N. Wonders reported on
their effort to join feminist criminology in theory and action by forming a new
group, Grrilla Feminst Criminologists. The group is not under the ASC or DWC.
They want to be able to make a rapid, independent response to critical issues,
which can be done via an email distribution list. This year they met Tuesday afternoon before the meeting and discussed S. Miller's new book. About 15 people
participated. They plan to meet on Tuesday afternoon next year, too. Meanwhile,
sign up if you feel comfortable with the group and its objectives. M. Zatz volunteered to make up the email distribution list and provide it to the division membership.
F. N. Rafter announced that we need someone to help work on the social hour for next
year's meeting and it would be helpful if it was someone local (the Toronto area).
G. External Awards: several division members were nominated for ASC awards and
two DWC members won: Lisa Maher won the Ruth Shonle Cavan Young
Scholar Award; Jim Hackler won the Herbert Bloch Award. Jim is the first male
member of the DWC to win an ASC award. Congratulations!
H. Internal Awards: P. Gavin reported on that this year's DWC award winners are:
Kim Cook, New Scholar Award; and Susan Caringella-McDonald, Distinguished
Scholar Award. Congratulations!

I. Auction: S. Krumholz made an initial report on the efforts to organize an auction
to be held during or following the 1999 division social as part of the 15th
anniversary celebration. She needs help, particularly in the form of donations
and committed volunteers. More on the auction later.

J. Student Paper Award: several issues were addressed:
1. 2 awards or 1: Currently we give two awards, one undergraduate and one
graduate. This year, we had many submissions for the graduate paper
competition, but only one submission for the undergraduate paper
competition. Should we just give one award?
2. amount of the award: This year we gave $250. The idea of the award is to
help defray the costs of attending the meetings as well as to give the winner
an important line on her or his vita.
3. advertising: We need to do a better job of publicizing the award so we get
more submissions. Possible outlets: email, web page, newletters, flyers
4. N. Rafter asked for the membership's consent to combine the Students Affairs
and the Student Award Committees. The membership consented to the
combination.

A Publicity:
1. B. Price, chair of the Publicity Committee, proposed that the DWC get a
a banner which uses ASC lettering and colors (white field with gold lettering) with
Division on Women and Crime printed in the center and American Society of
Criminology printed in small font at the left top corner. M. Danner asked ifthe
banner might be redundant since we are getting a table skirt from ASC. C. Rasche
suggested that we table this proposal to see what ASC is doing. The membership agreed. Also, the issue of the color of the banner was raised once again.
2. The brochure needs redesigning. C. Rasche will do this. Anyone who wants to
help should contact her.

B. Archives: N. Rafter reported that we need to let the archives project wait until after
the 15th anniversary event next year.
C. Task Force on Women in Prison: The Task Force proposes that their statement be
adopted by DWC and then forwarded to the ASC Board.
C. Rasche pointed out that there are two proposals here; there should only be one.
She suggested taking the first sentence of the second paragraph and add it
to the end of the first paragraph, dropping the rest.
N. Rafter asked that the phrase, "for women prisoners" be added to the first
sentence of the first paragraph.
C. Rasche pointed out that the Task Force may need to provide supporting materials and the Task Force responded that they can supply supporting materials if needed.
S. Caringella-McDonald pointed out that the ASC by-laws prohibit policy statements. The prohibition extends to divisions, too. The statement will
die in the ASC policy committee.
M. Danner stated that the statement should still go forward.
N. Wonders said we should get the statement on the email list. Get it out, get it
circulated and not be silenced. Call a press conference next year.
The statement was supported unanimously.
D. Web Page: Didn't get any suggestions, just encouragement. The committee would
like DWC approval to develop the page. N. Rafter suggested that this committee
work with K. Cook as the Outreach Committee. Unanimously approved.

E. Auction: S. Krumholz reported that the auction will follow the social hour next
year. She reported on a number of problems that must be addressed before the
auction can take place. Many of these problems are serious and complex.
During discussion of Susan's report, the question was raised as to whether we
should abandon this project altogether, scale it down, or replace it with a raffle.
It was decided that the membership would leave it to Susan, Nicky and the 15th
Anniversary Committee to answer this question, but an auction is not likely.
F. C. Wilkinson announced that she would hold a meeting with the objective of organizing a lesbian caucus. She feels this is needed, especially for graduate
students.
G. N. Grossenfinger reported that ASC is not currently a member of the American
Council of Learned Societies. She proposed that we push the ASC Executive
Board to find out what they have to do to become a member of the ACLS.
This proposal was unanimously supported.
H. N. Wonders asked that the membership please call the division by its appropriate
name: the Division on Women and Crime.
IV. N. Rafter adjourned the meeting at 9:20 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Claire Renzetti
DWC Secretary-Treasurer
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the DWC is still the biggest -- and richest -- division in ASC.
Newsletter: Besides a membership study, we need to consider ways to strengthen
the newsletter and S. Bush-Baskette with help. We should start seeking underwriters again: C. Renzetti will speak with Sage, M. Zatz will speak with Roxbury, and Chris Eskridge will also ask publishers for us.
B. Fundraising:
1. C. Renzetti reported on our fundraiser, the sale of DWC ceramic mugs ($5)
and plastic travel mugs ($7). The mugs are for sale at the meeting: at the
social, at the DWC table, and at the business meeting. If you don't want
to
buy the mugs at the meeting and take them home, you can order mugs and
they will be shipped to you after the meeting, postage-paid. Following the
meeting, mugs will be available from C. Renzetti and can be ordered via
email (crenzeti@sju.edu), fax (610-660-1688), or phone (610-660-1680).
2. T. Anderson reported on another fundraiser, the fun run. Unfortunately, the
fun run had to be cancelled because it was too costly. Organizing the
fun run was very time-consuming, since the Park Service, insurers, corporate sponsors, and many others had to be contacted. It was very difficult
for DWC to get corporate sponsorship and the costs mounted quickly
(e.g., insurance, police coverage, and transportation to and from the run
site came to about $1,000). Not enough people registered for the event
to allow us to break even, let alone make money. We need to consider
under what conditions we would be willing to organize this kind of event.
Meanwhile, if you registered for the fun run, your registration fee will
be refunded to you soon by the ASC Executive Office, but you should
consider donating the registration fee to the DWC.
C. Social Hour: M. Miller reported that the cost is about the same as last year: $2,800$2,900. The Division of People of Color paid for about one third of this year's
social since it was a jointly-sponsored event.
D. Fifteenth Anniversary, 1999: D. Stanley reported on several events being planned to
celebrate the DWC's 15th anniversary:
1. ribbons/pins for everyone to wear;
2. an oral history session: this would be a repeat of what we did in 1990. It
would be scheduled right after one of the DWC business meetings;
3. a plenary session: a major panel on the Past, Present, and Future of Women
in Criminal Justice; N. Rafter would speak about the mission of the DWC.

The plenary would be held late Wednesday afternoon, so people could go
from the plenary to the social
E. Grrilla (spelling?) Feminist Criminologists: M. Danner and N. Wonders reported on
their effort to join feminist criminology in theory and action by forming a new
group, Grrilla Feminst Criminologists. The group is not under the ASC or DWC.
They want to be able to make a rapid, independent response to critical issues,
which can be done via an email distribution list. This year they met Tuesday
afternoon before the meeting and discussed S. Miller's new book. About 15 people
participated. They plan to meet on Tuesday afternoon next year, too. Meanwhile,
sign up if you feel comfortable with the group and its objectives. M. Zatz volunteered to make up the email distribution list and provide it to the division
membership.
F. N. Rafter announced that we need someone to help work on the social hour for next
year's meeting and it would be helpful if it was someone local (the Toronto area).
G. External Awards: several division members were nominated for ASC awards and
two DWC members won: Lisa Maher won the Ruth Shonle Cavan Young
Scholar Award; Jim Hackler won the Herbert Bloch Award. Jim is the first male
member of the DWC to win an ASC award. Congratulations!
H. Internal Awards: P. Gavin reported on that this year's DWC award winners are:
Kim Cook, New Scholar Award; and Susan Caringella-McDonald, Distinguished
Scholar Award. Congratulations!
I. Auction: S. Krumholz made an initial report on the efforts to organize an auction
to be held during or following the 1999 division social as part of the 15th
anniversary celebration. She needs help, particularly in the form of donations
and committed volunteers. More on the auction later.
J. Student Paper Award: several issues were addressed:

1. 2 awards or 1: Currently we give two awards, one undergraduate and one
graduate. This year, we had many submissions for the graduate paper
competition, but only one submission for the undergraduate paper
competition. Should we just give one award?
2. amount of the award: This year we gave $250. The idea of the award is to
help defray the costs of attending the meetings as well as to give the
winner
an important line on her or his vita.

3. advertising: We need to do a better job of publicizing the award so we get
more submissions. Possible outlets: email, web page, newletters, flyers
4. N. Rafter asked for the membership's consent to combine the Students Affairs
and the Student Award Committees. The membership consented to the
combination.
K. Newsletter: Tabled as new business to be discussed at tomorrow's business meeting.
L. Nomination Committee: C. Heard went over the list of nominees and how the committee sought nominees. She reported that people are declining to serve and this
poses the danger that we will lose some of the progress we have made in ASC.
She stressed that we need people to accept nominations so that the division has a
continuous presence on the ASC Executive Board. Our presence on the Board is
essential if we want to make changes because the Board makes all decisions for
ASC. N. Rafter noted that service on the Board is not a major time commitment;
there is a mid-year meeting and two meetings at the ASC annual meeting. If you
are willing to be nominated for the Executive Board put your name on the list
that is circulating.
We need volunteers to serve on the Nominations Committee for next year. B.
Blackwell may serve. T. Anderson volunteered to serve.
M. Program Committee: C. Rasche reported that the committee received about 50 proposals for this year. C. Alder is the chair of the gender and crime papers for
next year's program.
N. Task Force on Women in Prison:
1. The Task Force organized a panel on women in prison, policy issues.
2. The Task Force drafted a policy statement on women in prison that will eventually go the the ASC Board. N. Hirschinger asked that DWC members
read the statement, discuss it, and vote on it at tomorrow's meeting.
III. Adjournment: N. Rafter adjourned the meeting at 9:20 a.m.
Minutes of Business Meeting II, November 13, 1998
Chair N. Rafter called the meeting to order at 8: 10 a.m.
I. Announcements:
A. S. Caringella-McDonald spoke on behalf of Donna Hale, editor of Women and Criminal Justice. Donna extends an invitation to the DWC membership to submit

manuscripts to the journal.
B. M. Zatz announced DWC members who are running for ASC office this year: Julie
Horney is running for President; Marge Zatz is running for Vice President.
II. Old Business (cont.)
A. Publicity:
1. B. Price, chair of the Publicity Committee, proposed that the DWC get a
a banner which uses ASC lettering and colors (white field with gold lettering)
with
Division on Women and Crime printed in the center and American Society of
Criminology printed in small font at the left top corner. M. Danner asked if the
banner might be redundant since we are getting a table skirt from ASC. C.
Rasche
suggested that we table this proposal to see what ASC is doing. The membership agreed. Also, the issue of the color of the banner was raised once again.
2. The brochure needs redesigning. C. Rasche will do this. Anyone who wants
to
help should contact her.
B. Archives: N. Rafter reported that we need to let the archives project wait until after
the 15th anniversary event next year.
C. Task Force on Women in Prison: The Task Force proposes that their statement be
adopted by DWC and then forwarded to the ASC Board.
C. Rasche pointed out that there are two proposals here; there should only be one.
She suggested taking the first sentence of the second paragraph and add it
to the end of the first paragraph, dropping the rest.
N. Rafter asked that the phrase, "for women prisoners" be added to the first
sentence of the first paragraph.
C. Rasche pointed out that the Task Force may need to provide supporting materials and the Task Force responded that they can supply supporting materials if needed.
S. Caringella-McDonald pointed out that the ASC by-laws prohibit policy statements. The prohibition extends to divisions, too. The statement will
die in the ASC policy committee.
M. Danner stated that the statement should still go forward.

N. Wonders said we should get the statement on the email list. Get it out, get it
circulated and not be silenced. Call a press conference next year.
The statement was supported unanimously.
D. Web Page: Didn't get any suggestions, just encouragement. The committee would
like DWC approval to develop the page. N. Rafter suggested that this committee
work with K. Cook as the Outreach Committee. Unanimously approved.
III. New Business
A. The Membership Committee will become part of the Outreach Committee.
B. S. Caringella-McDonald and M. Zatz announced the formation of a new committee
to look at problems, especially for women of color, at the early stages of their
career. This would be a "good practices committee," coordinated with the
Division of People of Color and Crime, that would begin to address issues related
to hostile environments. It was proposed that the DWC pass a resolution that
states that good practice of the discipline means that people of color and women
must be included on any reviewing bodies (e.g., for tenure and promotion). They
want to set up a list of people from the two divisions who would be willing to
serve as external reviewers for people coming up for tenure and promotion. This
would be a kind of clearinghouse.
M. Zatz stated that the committee would also try to reinforce mentoring, to be
proactive in helping people coming up for tenure and promotion (e.g., by
providing them with exemplary files)
N. Rafter crafted the resolution which was unanimously endorsed by the membership.
N. Wonders proposed that we do workshops on preparing for tenure, but others
said that very few people show up for such workshops. N. Rafter suggested that we organize volunteer mentors. For example, she will help the
first five people who ask her (e.g., by looking at their cv's, portfolios,
etc.)
C. Newsletter: N. Rafter asked for volunteers to help S. Bush-Baskette. We need, for
example, a book review editor. N. Rafter also formally proposed that the DWC
give S. Bush-Baskette $600 to pay a graduate student to help her ($200 per issue)
and that this be done on a trial basis. This resolution passed unanimously.
H. Eigenberg reported that Waveland will underwrite an issue with $250.

C. Rasche asked that the membership give Stephanie some suggestions as to
what we'd like to see in the newsletter and we should be more proactive
about sending items in to her. We can also send items to H. Eigenberg.
D. C. Heard made a suggestions regarding membership. She suggested a "New
Members
Meet the Division Chairs" panel, where divisions chairs could discussion their
division's mission. This could be scheduled jointly with the new members
breakfast on Wednesday or Saturday morning.
E. Auction: S. Krumholz reported that the auction will follow the social hour next
year. She reported on a number of problems that must be addressed before the
auction can take place. Many of these problems are serious and complex.
During discussion of Susan's report, the question was raised as to whether we
should abandon this project altogether, scale it down, or replace it with a raffle.
It was decided that the membership would leave it to Susan, Nicky and the 15th
Anniversary Committee to answer this question, but an auction is not likely.
F. C. Wilkinson announced that she would hold a meeting with the objective of organizing a lesbian caucus. She feels this is needed, especially for graduate
students.
G. N. Grossenfinger reported that ASC is not currently a member of the American
Council of Learned Societies. She proposed that we push the ASC Executive
Board to find out what they have to do to become a member of the ACLS.
This proposal was unanimously supported.
H. N. Wonders asked that the membership please call the division by its appropriate
name: the Division on Women and Crime.
IV. N. Rafter adjourned the meeting at 9:20 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Claire Renzetti
DWC Secretary-Treasurer
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to the end of the first paragraph, dropping the rest.
N. Rafter asked that the phrase, "for women prisoners" be added to the first
sentence of the first paragraph.
C. Rasche pointed out that the Task Force may need to provide supporting materials and the Task Force responded that they can supply supporting materials if needed.
S. Caringella-McDonald pointed out that the ASC by-laws prohibit policy statements. The prohibition extends to divisions, too. The statement will
die in the ASC policy committee.
M. Danner stated that the statement should still go forward.
N. Wonders said we should get the statement on the email list. Get it out, get it
circulated and not be silenced. Call a press conference next year.
The statement was supported unanimously.
D. Web Page: Didn't get any suggestions, just encouragement. The committee would
like DWC approval to develop the page. N. Rafter suggested that this committee
work with K. Cook as the Outreach Committee. Unanimously approved.

E. Auction: S. Krumholz reported that the auction will follow the social hour next
year. She reported on a number of problems that must be addressed before the
auction can take place. Many of these problems are serious and complex.
During discussion of Susan's report, the question was raised as to whether we
should abandon this project altogether, scale it down, or replace it with a raffle.
It was decided that the membership would leave it to Susan, Nicky and the 15th
Anniversary Committee to answer this question, but an auction is not likely.
F. C. Wilkinson announced that she would hold a meeting with the objective of organizing a lesbian caucus. She feels this is needed, especially for graduate
students.
G. N. Grossenfinger reported that ASC is not currently a member of the American
Council of Learned Societies. She proposed that we push the ASC Executive
Board to find out what they have to do to become a member of the ACLS.
This proposal was unanimously supported.
H. N. W enders asked that the membership please call the division by its appropriate
name: the Division on Women and Crime.
IV. N. Rafter adjourned the meeting at 9:20 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Claire Renzetti
DWC Secretary-Treasurer

REPORT OF THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
November 21, 1997
submitted by Chris Rasche, Division Chair 1995-97
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The Division has had another successful year. The latest membership lists indicates that we have
about 370 members (rough count). At least 200 people attended the Division's Social Event on
Wednesday evening this year, despite many competing events at the same time; many attendees
once again remarked how important it was for them to have this kind of event the very first night
in order to met people and network. This seems to be even more important for new members and
people attending ASC for the first time. The two Division Business Meetings also had hearty
tum-outs of at least 40-50 members each morning, despite the fact that there were several gender
-related panels scheduled for the same time. We continue to hope that gender-related panels will
NOT be scheduled for the same times as our Business Meetings, though we realize that this is a
difficult request.
In its latest election, the Division elected Nicole Rafter as its new Chair for 1997-99, and she
assumed office at the end of the second Business Meeting on Friday. The Division also voted to
approve a revised Constitution and Bylaws, which we hereby submit for the ASC Board's
approval (see attached).
For next year, the Division has voted to adopt a special focus on the intersection of race,
ethnicity, gender and crime. In keeping with this focus, the Division is planning to invite the
Division on People of Color to join in with us on our Social Event next year, which we would
like to still schedule for the first night (Wednesday) of the ASC meetings. We would also like to
have a Plenary Session on this focus, if possible right before the Social Event on Wednesday
afternoon. A Division Program Committee will be working on those plans.
The Division has at least a dozen other committees which already have volunteers and some of
which are meeting here in San Diego to get organized. We anticipate an active year once again,
.
and look forward to the meetings in Washington, D.C.

Changes to DWC Constitution and By-laws

While changes are extensive, the bulk of them are not
substantive, but designed to make the document clearer, better
organized, and more internally consistant. For example, the older
document contains language about elections in the sections on
officers; the new Constitution creates a section that is exclusively
about elections.
Substantive changes:
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Section added naming the organization.

2.

Office of Newsletter Editor is eliminated (in keeping with
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practice) and the newsletter has become one of the standing
committees.
3.

Provision has been made for filling vacancies.

4.

Procedures for amending the Constitution and By-laws have

been clarifed; a provision has been added allowing the Executive
Comm. to instigate the process by creating an ad-hoc committee
5.

The amount of the dues has been removed, so that an

amendment would not be needed to make a change.
6.

Several standing committees have been created (again, in

keeping with practice.)
7.

Provision is made for action taken without a quorum. (Any

action taken without a quorum, if contested, will require a
ratification vote.)

-

CONSTITUTION FOR THE DMSION ON WOMEN AND CRIME OF THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

L

Name of the Organization:
The name of the organization is The Division on Women and Crime.
The Division is a constituent unit of the American Society of Criminolggy
[hereinafter ASC) and will function in accordance with the Constitution. bylaws
and policies of the ASC.

I I.

III.

Purposes and Objectives:
A.

To bring together members of both sexes interested in discussing issues
related to women of all ages who are professionals, victims and/ or
offenders in the criminal justice system.

B.

To facilitate and encourage research and theory development about women
of all ages as professionals, victims and/or offenders in the criminal
justice system.

C.

To encourage appropriate and effective teaching techniques and practices
and to stimulate the development of curricula for courses on women/ gender
and crime. and/or curricular materiajs about women/ gender and crime for
inclusion in mainstn;am criminology/criminal iustice courses.

D.

To serve as a resource network for, and encourage interaction among,
academic, research, practitioner and policy-making sectors in order to
further the understanding of problems faced by women of all ages who are
professionals, victims and/or offenders in the criminal justice system.

E.

To organize conference sessions related to issues on women and crime.

F.

To raise awc:1reness of issues regarding gender and crime among members of
ASC, to bring these issues to the attention of the ASC Executive Board
and/or appropriate ASC committees, and to recommend appropriate courses
of action to resolve these matters.

Membership:
Membership in this Division will be open to all ASC members in good standing. A
member in good standing is one who is current in their dues. Members who have
paid Divisional dues will be considered eligible for voting at Divisional meetings.
for the election of Divisional officers and to hold office.
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IV.

Executive Board:
There will be an Executive Board comprised of the Division's current officers,
immediate past Chair and three Executive Counselors. This Board will form
policies for the Division, provide advice and decide the budget for the Division,,
and approve committees and committee chairs.
The Division Chair will serve as the convener of the Executive Board.

V.

Officers:
A.

B.

C.

Chair
1.

The Chair will provide executive direction for the Division
and will preside over Division meetings.

2.

The Chair or their designee will serve as liaison with the
ASC Annual Meeting Program Chair to ensure the inclusion of
panels relating to issues on women and crime in the program.

3.

The Chair or their designee shall bring issues regarding gender
and crime, and recommendations for their resolution, as decided by
the Division, to the attention of the ASC Executive Board and/ or
appropriate ASC committees for their consideration.

4.

The Chair will appoint all committees and committee
chairs. with the approval of the Executive Board.

Vice-Chair
1.

The Vice-Chair will preside over Division meetings in the
absence of the Chair and shall be empowered to conduct all
necessary business of the Division if the office of Chair is
vacant or if the Chair is unable to serve.

2.

The Vice-Chair or their designee will be responsible for
assistance to. and oversight of. the Newsletter Committee.

Secretary
1.

The Secretary will keep the records and minutes of the Division.

2.

The Secretary will record minutes of each meeting of the
Division and will forward a copy to each member of the
Executive Committee and the Newsletter Committee Chair
for publication in the next issue of the Division newsletter.
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D.

VI.

The Secretary will maintain contact with the Treasurer of
ASC who will maintain a separate account in the ASC treasury for
the Division. The Secretary will inform the Division membership
of the Division's balance, debts, credits, etc. at the Divisign's
Annual Membership Meeting. The Secretary will notify the
Executive Board of any financial issues that arise between Annual
Membership Meetings.

Executive Counselors:
1.

There will be three Executive Counselors. elected in alternating
years. At least one Executive Counselor shall be selected from
among members who are untenured or otherwise in the early stages
of their careers.

2.

Executive Counselors will assist the Chair with executive
decisions for the Division, and each will chair at least one
committee of the Division.

Elections:
A.

Nominations:
The Executive Board will appoint a Nominations Committee consisting of
two members in good standing of the Division. The Committee will receive
names in nomination for each office to be filled the following year. From
these names, the Nominating Committee will select two names to be
included on the ballot for each office. These names will be forwarded to
the ASC Executive Office for inclusion on the Division ballots.

B.

Qualifications:
Nominees and elected officers must be members in good standing
of the Division.

C.

Term of Office:
The term of office for all officers and Executive Counselors will
be two years.
The term of office of each incoming officer will begin with the close of the
Division's Annual Membership Meeting following their election.
Elected officers may serve a maximum of two consecutive terms in the same
office. Upon completion of the second consecutive term of office, a person
must wait for a period of at least one full term before running again for the
same office.
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Elections of Officers and Executive Counselors shall be staggered
in the following manner:
Year One elections will be held for Chair.·
Vice-Chair. and one (1) Executive Counselor. Year Two (or alternating
year) elections will be held for Secretary and two (2) Executive Counselors.

D.

Procedure:
Names of those nominated will be placed on the Division ballot and sent to
all members in good standing by the Executive Office of the ASC. Completed
ballots will be returned to the ASC Executive Office and counted by ASC
staff.
The ASC Executive Office will notify the Division Chair of the
election results. Results will be published in the Division Newsletter.

E.

Vacancies:
Vacancies which occur during the term of office for the Vice-Chair.
Secretary or Executive Counselor of the Division. shall be filled until the
· next election by appointment of the Chair. with the approval of the
Executive Board.
Vacancies may be filled in either Year One or Year Two elections,
and shall be filled for the remainder of the term of office.

VI I. Amending the Constitution and Bylaws:
A.

Amendments may be proposed by any member of the Division, but all such
proposed amendments may only go forward under one of the following
conditions:
The petitioner receives the written support of onefifth of the Division membership in good standing;
The proposed amendment is introduced at the Division's
Annual Membership Meeting. and receives a two-thirds
affirmative vote of those present to refer the
proposal to a Constitutional Revision Committee;
The Executive Board creates a Constitutional
Revision Committee to review the Constitution and
Bylaws and to make appropriate recommendations.
A proposal for amendment which meets any of the requirements above
shall be determined to be qualified by the Executive Board.

B.

An amendment will be approved when it receives a two-thirds vote by mail
ballot submitted to Division members in good standing. The results will be
reported to the Executive Board no later than the next Annual Membership
Meeting.
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C.

Approved amendments shall take effect immediately following the next
Annual Membership Meeting. Amendments are subject to the approval of
the ASC Executive Board.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

BYLAWS FOR THE DNISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME OF THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

I.

Dues:
Dues will be determined by the Executive Board. Any increases must be
ratified by vote of the members at the Division's Annual Membership Meeting.
Dues are subject to the approval of the Executive Board of the ASC, and will be due
at the time annual dues to the ASC are paid.

I I.

Committees:
Standing Committees:
There

·n be six standin

com it ees: Nomi ations Committee
, ' .V' ~Neyysletter Committee. Outreach Committee, Programming Committee,
\J~
.Stuaent Affairs Committee. and Special Events Committee.
B.

Oth~r

Committees:

The Executive Boara will create such committees as it deems
appropriate to carry out the purposes and objectives of the Division.
Members of such committees will be appointed by the Chair of the
Division with the approval of the Executive Board.
C.

Committee Chairs:
Committee Chairs will be appointed by the Division Chair with the
approval of the Executive Board. and announced at the Division's Annual
Membership Meeting . Committee Chairs will serve for one year and may be
reappointed.

II I.

Meetings:
A.

Executive Board:
The Executive Bgard shall meet at least once a year. on the first day of the
ASC Annual Meeting. Such other meetings may pe called as are needed.

B.

Membership
The general membership of the Division shall meet once a year. at the time
and place of the ASC's Annual Meeting. Such meeting shall be
gesignated the Division's Annual Membership Meeting.
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C.

Rules of Order:
Meetings will be conducted in a manner determined by the Chair.
In the event of a conflict, Robert's Rules of Order will be determinative._

D.

Quorum:
A quorum will consist of one-fifth of the Division's members in good
standing. All votes will be determined by a simple majority of those
present, unless provided otherwise by this document.
In the event a guorum is not present at the general membership meeting(s),
a majority of those present will be sufficient for action. Such action may
be challenged by a member in good standing not in attendance at the ASC
Annual Meeting. In case of a challenge, a ratification vote will be offered
to the general membership in the next Division Newsletter.

